Write an **one word** answer to the questions below.

1. What is the title given to the head of the Catholic Church on earth?
2. Where does everybody want to go at the end of their life?
3. What do religious sisters typically wear this on their heads?
4. What do priests use to anoint people when they are sick?
5. What do deacons wear at Mass diagonally across their body?
6. What do married couples present one another on their wedding day?
7. What is the name given to the outfit that religious brothers and sisters typically wear?
8. What do married couples, a religious brothers and sisters all take before they begin their new lives?

Unscramble the circled letters above to answer the question below.

What is God calling us to?
Write an one word answer to the questions below.

1. What is the title given to the head of the Catholic Church on earth? __POPE__
2. Where does everybody want to go at the end of their life? __HEAVEN__
3. What do religious sisters typically wear this on their heads? __VEIL__
4. What do priests use to anoint people when they are sick? __OIL__
5. What do deacons wear at Mass diagonally across their body? __STOLE__
6. What do married couples present one another on their wedding day? __RING__
7. What is the name given to the outfit that religious brothers and sisters typically wear? __HABIT__
8. What do married couples, a religious brothers and sisters all take before they begin their new lives? __VOWS__

Unscramble the circled letters above to answer the question below.

What is God calling us to? __H O L I N E S S__